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ABSTRACT 

The main important point in the sheet metal forming process is to improve the formability of a sheet metal using 
different technology. Thus, a new way to improve formability of sheet metal via combining two effects 
increasing temperature with changing forming path, this new technique increases the limit strain of formability 
for sheet metals. The new method will open a new way to combining many effective parameters at the same 
process to increase the forming limit of sheet metals, which makes a new concept to improve the sheet 
formability.  In this research the formability of AA 6061 sheet was determined and comparing with experimental 
for pervious researchers. The influence of thermal and changing forming path were achieved using M-K analysis 
and Hosford yield criteria.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Improving sheet formability has made much interesting for researchers and engineers. Many parameters had 
contributed on enhancing of sheet formability such as thickness, thermal effect, metal type, strain rate, forming 
path, plasticity properties, etc. Many researches had studied the behavior of sheet metal during plastic 
deformation process, but it still sheet forming process need to improve and access the manufacturing requesting. 
Forming limit curve represents the maximum limit of sheet formability during plastic deformation process. 
Keeler[1] was the first discovered and drawn the maximum limit of strains for sheet metal during plastic 
deformation process for ranging from plain forming path to uniaxial forming path, and after that Goodwin's[2] 
made the maximum limit of right hand side of forming limit curve (biaxial stretch path). Hill [3] was the first 
suggested the analytical formula to show the forming limit of sheet metal for negative strain paths under 
condition of plane stress condition. Marciniak and Kuckzinsky (M–K) [4] had suggested the first theoretical 
model to show the behavior of sheet metal during forming process, and they participated in drawing the forming 
limit of forming limit diagram.  

They proposed two areas with different size in sheet metal to show the plastic deformation and strain limit in the 
two areas. Hutchinson etal [5] had modified M–K analysis to determine the forming limit for all strain paths of 
forming limit diagram using J2 theory. Many researchers used M-K analysis with plasticity theory to draw the 
full FLD of all sheet metals. Barata et al 1989[6] demonstrated the impact of the changing forming path 
theoretically using M-K analysis. They concluded that the changing forming path made modification in the limit 
of sheet forming. Graf A.etal 1994 [7] displayed the effect of changing forming path experimentally for AA6111 
T4 sheet. Friedman etal 2000 [8] had investigated of  the impact of yield criteria on the theoretical of RHS for 
forming limit curve, using three types of yield criteria such as Hosford 1979[9], Hill1979[10], and Hill1948[11]. 
Dariani B.M etal 2003[12] compared the experimental forming limit curve with the theoretical FLD using the 
effect of the index of yield criterion equation (Hill1979). Anas O. A.(2008)[13] determined the improving of 
sheet formability theoretically using changing forming path. He concluded that the formability had achieved only 
in uniaxial forming path. Hora etal 2011[14] used MMFC method to determine the limit strain of sheet 
formability during sheet metal forming theoretically.  
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Uppaluri, etal [15] modified the analytical formula to show the strain limit on forming limit diagram for all stain 
path during sheet forming process. Anas 2010[16] improved the formability of aluminum alloy sheets 
theoretically using sandwich sheets. He discovered that the formability of sandwich sheet higher than aluminum 
alloy sheet.  In 2013, Volk etal [17] used GFLC with FE program to show the localized necking happening in 
HC300X sheet during nonlinear strain path process for all forming paths. They concluded that the evaluation 
occur during changing strain path process. Hongzhou etal (2017)[18] investigated on changing forming path for 
Al2008 T4 using analytical equation, and compared analytical results with experimental data. They discovered 
that the effect of changing forming path on forming limit curve was improving the sheet formability. Anas 
(2020)[19] determined the limit ratio of stretch bending experimentally for different sheet metals during stretch 
bending process, and compared with theoretical results. He concluded that the limit ratio of AA3103 sheet is 
higher than all sheets. The aim of this research is to determine the improving of sheet formability due to the 
impact of two parameters such as changing forming path with thermal load for AA6061 sheet during sheet metal 
forming. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

The chemical composition of sheet metal is important this is because to know the type of sheet metal. Table (1) 
displays the chemical composition of AA6061 sheet.  

Table 1. Chemical analysis of AA6061  

Al% Cr% Zn% Fe% Cu% Mn% Si% Mg% Ti% Material 
balance 0.15 0.25 0.5 0.15 <0.15 0.4 0.8 0.15 AA 6061 

 
The plasticity properties of AA6061 sheet were collected from tensile test. The values of proof stress, strain 
hardening exponent, strength coefficient, normal plastic anisotropic, and strain rate sensivity were used in the 
theoretical FLD code, as shown in Table 2.   

Table 2. Mechanical properties of AA 6061 sheet 

Temperature 
c 

Strain 
Hardening 

exponent (n) 

Strain rate 
sensivity  (m) 

Strength 
coefficient 
(K)[Mpa] 

Normal plastic 
Anisotropic 
ratio  (R´) 

0.2% Proof 
stress 
[Mpa] 

RT 0.207 0.00043 405 0.602 135 
100 0.195 0.0332 350.53 0.5403 102.4 
200 0.163 0.0851 295.2 0.431 85.3 
300 0.1023 0.1502 201.35 0.302 56.35 

THEORETICAL PROCEDURE 

The main program code of theoretical solution was achieved using M-K analysis with Hosford yield criterion to 
solve the behavior of sheet during combining effects for two parameters such as changing forming path and 
temperatures. The program code had two stages, first stage: starting of sheet forming with linear forming path, 
and second stage: changing forming path to final sheet formability with effect of thermal condition. The power 
law with plasticity theory is the basic theoretical description of sheet formability which used to show the sheet 
behavior during the sheet formability process. And all plasticity theory applied with M-K analysis [4] (figure (1)) 
to show the limit of forming sheet. The plasticity theory will be recorded below.  Equation (1) shows the stresses 
inside sheet during formability process should be used Hosford yield criterion [9] with condition plane stress and 
equation index a=8.  
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The behavior of sheet during plastic deformation process can be descripted via power law as shown in equation 2  
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The two ratios were used to explain the forming paths such as stress ratio and strain ratio, as seen in equation 3 
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The flow metal during plastic deformation was descripted via flow rule  
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Equation (5) represents the constant volume condition in the plastic deformation process. 

0321 =++ d ed ed e                                                                                                                                               (5) 

Plastic work represents via equation (6) 

.2211 dSd eSedS +=′′  

Using M-K analysis to descript the behavior of sheet during sheet forming process. 

The minor strain is equal in two areas of M-K analysis, as shown in equation (7). 

.22 ba dd e=  

Figure (1) show the two areas in M-K analysis [4].  

And the defect ratio in M-K analysis is shown in equation (8) 
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The equilibrium of applied forces in M-K analysis is shown in equation (9).  
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 The final equilibrium equation is shown in equation (10). 
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Figure 1. M-K analysis [4]. 
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Equation (10) represents the balance equation of two areas for M-K analysis which is developed and calculated 
numerically. Forming paths were assumed (ρa=-0.5 to 1) to find the limit strain for all forming paths using a 
finite increment strain method, and the condition of sheet forming is when [(deb1/dea1)> 10]. The program Code 
was used to determine the forming limit of sheet metal theoretically. The program code was modified to 
determine the changing in forming paths theoretically via changing the forming ratio from uniaxial path to all 
forming path this is because to find the forming limit for sheet metal after changing strain paths.   

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The new technique of the improvement of formability for sheet metal is combining of two effects such as the 
thermal and changing forming path. This a new way of forming enhancing was simulated numerically using 
finite strain increment to determine the limit of sheet forming during plastic deformation. Figure (2) shows 
comparison between experimental and theoretical forming limit diagram for AA6061 sheet. The experimental 
data are collected from [20]. The horizontal axes represents the maximum limit of minor strain, while the vertical 
axes represents the maximum limit of major strain. Overall, it can be seen that the theoretical curve approached 
to the experimental curve especially in uniaxial forming path.     

 

Figure 2. Forming limit curve for AA 6061 sheet  

The impact of forming path on thickness strain is clear in figure (3). It illustrates the maximum third strain as a 
function of forming path ratio, and these results achieved from numerical solution using M-K analysis with 
Hosford yield criterion [9]. It can be discovered that the limit of thickness strain is highest in biaxial forming 
path, while the minimum is clear on uniaxial forming path.        
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Figure 3. Thickness strain as a function of the forming path ratio.     

Thermal effect is an important parameter in sheet forming process. The impact of temperature on the forming 
limit diagram of AA6061 sheet was clear in figure (4). It shows the compering between four curves of different 
forming temperatures of AA6061 sheet. Three different forming temperatures: 100, 200 and 300 ̊C were used in 
this research to study about the influence of forming temperature on sheet forming process. It can be seen that 
the forming limit of sheet increases due to increase forming temperatures which mean that the formability of 
sheet was improved during thermal process.  

 

Figure 4. The effect of temperatures on FLD. 

The influence of increasing forming temperature on strain rate sensivity ratio (m value) is clear in figure (5). It 
shows that the strain rate ratio increases due to the increase of forming temperature this is because the motion of 
dislocation actives during warm forming. The maximum strain rate ratio is 0.15 at temperature 300C while 
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0.00043 at room temperature. These results achieved from experimental tensile test using different temperatures 
(100, 200, 300C) to determine m value for difference temperatures.  

 

Figure 5. The effect of temperatures on m value. 

The impact of increasing forming temperature on strain hardening exponent (n-value) is shown in figure (6). It 
illustrates that the n-value decreases due to the increase of forming temperature this is because of the stresses 
decrease during warm forming which is the strain hardening decrease and increasing the dislocation motion. The 
maximum strain hardening exponent is 0.1023 at temperature 300C while 0.207 at room temperature. These 
results achieved from experimental tensile test using different temperatures (100, 200, 300C) to determine n 
value for difference temperatures.  

 

Figure 6. The effect of forming's temperature on n value. 
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The improvement of sheet formability via combining two effects of changing forming path and increasing 
forming temperature is shown in figure (7). It illustrates comparison between three curves representing modified 
FLD and FLD with different temperatures. In addition, the two factors improved the formability of AA 6061 
sheet during sheet metal forming process, also the FLC shifted to left during changing forming path this is 
because the changing forming paths happens in uniaxial forming path. The maximum major strain is 0.98 in 
uniaxial tension path while the minimum major strain is 0.69. The highest curve represents the combining of two 
factors comparing with other curves.   

 

Figure 7. Comparison between modified FLD, FLD at room temp. and FLD at 300C 

CONCLUSIONS 

The combining effects of many parameters contributes to increase the formability of sheet metals, so the 
combining effects of changing forming paths and forming's temperature in the same process improving the 
formability of sheet metal. The major conclusion will clarify below. 

1. The formability of AA6061 improved after using a new technique of forming process, this is because 
the forming path was changing to a new strain path with increasing the effect of forming's temperature 
which makes to increase strains of sheet metal during a new process. 

2. The strain rate of sheet metal forming increased due to increase forming's temperature. 

3. The formability of AA6061 increased due to increase the strain rate sensitivity ratio. 

4. The strain hardening exponent decreases due to increase forming's temperature. 
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